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Will Goldie ever find a man that is just right?Goldie has been trying out men, like she is Goldilocks

testing out chairs and porridge. Some men are too soft, while others are just too damn hard. Some

criticize her voluptuous body, while others treat it like a bizarre fetish. When Greg Roberts enters

the picture, she thinks she has finally met the perfect man. He is a successful producer and script

writer in LA. He is smooth, talented, great in bed, and actually motivated. What more could a girl ask

for? But just as quickly as he appeared in her life, it all goes to crap when she finds him

cheating.Goldie finds herself on a rebound getaway at Big Bear Lake in the arms of not one, but two

handsome hunks. She tells herself she is just playing, but when strange things start to happen in

her new love triangle, her life might become forever altered. How could such a dangerous affair ever

lead her to Mr. Right?18 + Readers only. Bonus stories and a Spanish translation included.
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Give me two bears! Goldie is sick of being used and having no one to truely love her so she goes

on vacation to take some time for herself. Instead she comes across Joshua and John who show

her a good time... Goldie doesn't know what to do but enjoy the time then go home... But there is

some surprises in store. I loved this book and can't wait to read more of Sky Winters books!



This is a wonderful, intriguing and interesting book to read and I thoroughly enjoyed reading it. The

story covers Goldie Dawson a curvy young free spirited woman who has really had enough of men

and is done with them. She decides to visit her two gay friends (Ian & Randy) at Big Bear Lake and

at a party meets Joshua (a Banker) leaves the party and spends the night with him the next day she

goes to the general store and meets John Sebastian (owner of general store) and goes on a date

with him, she then spends the night with him too, but she has noticed is that both men have a tattoo

of a bear's paw. What you will find in this story is drama, done with men, visiting friends, becoming

involved with two different men, cannot choose, text messages, unplanned pregnancy, planning to

leave, a violent storm, bridges washed out, danger of flooding, booking into hotel in village,

researching pregnancy, keeping baby, already showing, Joshua sharing room with her, phone call,

friend can also share, John arriving, we've met, fainting, on bed two men looking at her, you're

pregnant, don't want anything from them, was leaving, storm stopped her, talking, bear shifters, both

men/shifters are bonded to her, menage intimacy, news, pregnancy will only last four weeks, doctor,

giving birth to fraternal twins, lust, emotional feelings, rough and tender loving erotic scenes. There

are also bonus stories included. The story-line and plots of the various stories are well thought out

and written and the characters have personality. I would recommend this book to people who like to

read a well written book about shapeshifters with a HEA.

Goldie, fed up with men and especially her cheating boyfriend, takes a small vacation to get away.

She meets Joshus and John. Deciding to treat men the way they treat women, she decides to have

meaningless sex with them then after her vacation, go home to her life. The sex she has with each

of them is phenominal, and each gives her something different. Joshua likes it hard and rough, John

likes it gentle and he's a cuddler. But what happens when these two friends find out they have been

sleeping with the same woman? I loved this story, and between the two men Goldie gets everything

a woman wants. The perfect partners.

I enjoyed the fable of "Goldilocks and the Three Bears" and was amused of this story's title being

similar to that Lol nice..I found it intriguing how Goodie tried to played as what was done to her. I

wonder how many get hurt so many times in their lives where they think that love is just a game? I

love that Goldie finds her love again with the help of John and Joshua. I like how they challenged

her when she tried to runaway. It was inspired to see Goldie opening up her heart again and not

running away from her love with John and Joshua. John and Joshua are two sides of one coin



which matches with Goldie perfectly.. I always enjoy reading the short stories afterwards..

Looking and the title of the book you think ok fairytale, nope more like fantasy tale! Goldie's had a

rough time of it, she decides to roll like males. What fun she has! Life and it's hiccups. John and

Joshua are just what the Dr. ordered.I was given a free ARC copy of this story in exchange for an

honest review.

This book was good, but too short for me. If your looking for a quick menage read then you'll enjoy

this one. What could you ask for when not one, but two bears are after the same women. Mmmm

hot ain't it. : )

I really enjoyed this book. I wasn't sure how it was going to turn out. Two guys and a woman. It was

a happy book once everything was sorted out but I felt sorry for Joshua. I thought he was getting the

short end of this bargain. But boy was I wrong!!! The proganonist is not a person this time!I have

read a lot of Sky Winter's writings. They really aren't for everyone. You have to read them for the

enjoyment of the written word. They are not your grandmother's romance novel. She also includes

the primary story in Spanish as well as a variety of other writings. She's worth reading!!

I loved this book. I just wished it was a bit longer. Both Jausha and John are hot hot hot! I hope

there is another book in the future about Goldie and her bears! I recived this book for free in

exchange for an honest review!
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